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Probabilistic Logic

Non-probabilistic logic: decide whether or not a proposition φ is
entailed by propositions ψ1, . . . , ψn

ψ1, . . . , ψn |= φ ?

Pro(babilistic) logic : proposition ψi has probability Pi (write ψPi
i )

∀i = 1, . . . ,n: decide the probability P of a proposition φ:

ψP1
1 , . . . , ψPn

n |= φ?

generalization of both logical and probabilistic inference

intervals of probability appears very often!



Two boolean variables A and B (propositional logic)

in description logic extended to arrays of Boolean variables, one for
each individual of a domain

Base knowledge: A implies B (notation A v B) and P(A ≡ >) = .4

What about B? Or formally

(A ≡ >).4, (A v B)1 |= (B ≡ >)?

The solution is an interval! P(B ≡ >) ∈ [.4,1]

This is an trivial credal networks inference

A B

P(A ≡ >) = .4, P(B ≡ >|A ≡ >) = 1 P(B ≡ >|A ≡ ⊥) ∈ [0,1]



Prologic could be applied to many problems

Philosophy of science: a (logically complex) conclusion
hypothesis can be confirmed by a range of premise hypotheses
and evidential statements (which are uncertain)
Bioinformatics: probability that a complex molecule is present,
given the uncertain presence of other molecules
Natural language processing: probability that an utterance has
semantic structure given uncertain semantic structures of
previous utterances and uncertain contextual factors (getting
very popular for the semantic Web !)
Robotics: finding the sequence of actions of a robot that is most
likely to achieve a goal given the uncertain structure of the
robot’s surroundings
Expert systems: probability to attach to some prediction or
diagnosis given statistical knowledge about past cases

BUT . . .



Prologics potential has not yet been exploited

Why?

Current prologics are a disparate bunch : it is hard to glean
commonalities and to see how a solution to the general problem
of probabilistic logic would specialise to each individual logic

Probabilistic logics are often hard to understand
(not true for prob reasoning and logical reasoning),
when these two components interact in formalisms that combine
them, their complexities compound and a great deal of
theoretical work is required to determine their properties

Prologics are often thwarted by their computational complexity .
Partial explanation: a prologic seeks more generality than is
required by a problem



Probabilistic description logics

A set of individuals from a domain
(e.g., Cassio, Denis, Alessandro)
Concepts are set of Booleans, one for each individual
(e.g., Brazilian: Brazilian(Alessandro)=False)
Roles are set of Booleans, one for each pair of individuals
(e.g., Friend: Friend(Alessandro,Cassio)=False)
Boolean operators combine concepts/roles to form new
concepts/roles (e.g., not Brazilian friend)
Roles can be also combined by existential (∃) and value (∀)
restrictions (e.g., ∃ friend Brazilian)
Probabilities linked to inclusions P(Friend |Brazilian) = . . .

Even unconditional P(Brazilian) := P(Brazilian|>),
even for roles P(Friend)
Prob statements intended for all the individuals
Meaning of probs: domain-based vs. interpretation-based



Independence and Imprecision

P(A) = .7, P(B) = .6, P(A u B)?
No independence assumptions? Fréchet bounds
P(A u B) ∈ [max(0,P(A) + P(B)− 1),min(P(A),P(B))] = [.3, .6]
A independent of B? P(A u B) = .7× .6 = .42
Two kinds of prob description logics

Those using independence assumptions
(by some Markov condition and depicted by graphs)
requiring precise probabilistic assessments
Those not using independence assumptions
and allowing for imprecise assessments

What IPs and CNs people suggest?
A new probabilistic description logic
using independence and imprecise statement,
i.e., Fabio Cozman’s CRALC
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CRALC probabilistic logic with IPs (Cozman, 2008)
CRALC = ALC + imprecise prob statements
ALC (very close to PR-OWL) is a (descriptive) prologic
Independence described by the notion of “use”
Concept A directly uses concept B if they appear respectively in
the left and right hand sides of an inclusion/definition
“uses” = transitive closure of “directly uses” (e.g.,
P(Friend |Brazilian) = . . . we say Friend “directly uses” Brazilian)
Acyclicity if no concept uses itself in an inclusion definition
Given the concepts directly using concept A,
A is independent of any other concept not using A
This is the Markov condition for directed graphs!

Inference in ALC maps to Bayesian network inference!

P(φ|evidence) =?

we compute with it with BN updating algorithms!
Analogously CRALC inference equivalent to credal net updating!

P(φ|evidence) =? P(φ|evidence) =?



Propositionalizing the model

N individuals (I1, . . . , In),
P(smoker(Ii )) ∈ [.3, .5], P(friend(Ij , Ii )) ∈ [.0, .5],
P(disease(Ii )|smoker(Ii ), ∀friend(Ij , Ii ).Ii smoker) = ...

P(disease)? Inference ≡ updating of a (large) binary CN

FRIEND(I1, I1)

FRIEND(I2, I1)

FRIEND(I3, I1)

SMOKER(I1)

∀FRIEND(I1).SMOKER

DISEASE(I1)

FRIEND(I1, I2)

FRIEND(I2, I2)

FRIEND(I3, I2)

SMOKER(I2)

∀FRIEND(I2).SMOKER

DISEASE(d2)

FRIEND(I1, I3)

FRIEND(I2, I3)

FRIEND(I3, I3)

SMOKER(d3)

∀FRIEND(I3).SMOKER

DISEASE(I3)



CRALC-CNs updating

Dark sides
Number of variables increases quadratically with the number of
individuals
Indegree (max number of parents) increases linearly with the
number of individuals (and this affects exponentially computations
in space time)

Bright sides
All the variables are Boolean! (credal sets over Boolean variables
cannot have more than two vertices)
(2U we can equivalently propagate intervals,
its loopy version for multiply connected topologies)
The structure is very ripetitive (in a sense it is a OOCN)


